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§ 1.

Logarithmic functions of real matrices.

In the preceding paper l) we have obtained the following results
about the logarithmic functions of complex matrices.
We consider
the complex matrices of order n. Let We be the totality of regular
matrices, fill the totality of regular matrices whose all characteristic values
are not negative, ~ca, the totality of matrices whose different characteristic values µ,i have the imaginary part I(µ,i) such that a-11:<l(µ,;)
<a+11: (a is any real number), filca) the totality of matrices such that
a-11:<I(µ, 1)<a+11: (a is any real number), and- ~* the totality of matrices such that µ, 1$µ, 1 (mod. 211:v -D for all different characteristic
values

µ, 1• 2 J

Then we have the following properties:

There exisits in -ilea) orie and only one matrix such that exp A
=M for a given matrix ME 9-R.
(2) The exv,onential mapping A-exp A=M is a topological mapping
(l)

from ~ca) onto We
(3) Let A, BE~*.
(4) Let A

E

~*-

AB=BA if and only if exp A exp B=exp B exp A.

A=(g~) -if

and only if exp

A=(ZJ;),

where U

and. V are the matrices of the same order as H and K respectively.

In this section we shal consider the logarithmic functions of real
.
~
* the totamatrices.
We denote by 9-nreal, 9.ni,-eal,
~CO)real, ~CO)real and ~reaz
lity of the real matrices belonging to 9.n, sfu, ~co), ~co) and ~;.az respectively. Then it is obvious that the above properties (3) and (4) hold for ~;:,az.
Next we . shall investigate the properties (1) and (2) in the case of
real matrices.
1) K. Morinaga and T. Nono : On the Lograrithmic Functions of Matrices I, Journal of
Science of the Hiroshima University, Ser, A, Vol. 14, No. 2, 1950.
2) ~l*=Log(l)JD and ~l*C%aJ•
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Let M be a matrix belonging to Wcr,ai, and we shall transform M into
the Jordan's canonical form Mp by a matrix P. Since Mp 1 ) is a canonical form of M, the whole of blocks of Mp must coincide with that
of M~,. Therefore we have

(1,1)

M=PM,,P- 1

and
) •
• MC+) • MC-) •
.. M(-) • (M(C) • M--(c)) •
• (M(C) •Mc)) Z)
M p- -M ( +
1
+ ••• + u + l + ••• + " + l + I + ••• + w + w ,

(1,2)
where the upper indices ( + ), (-) and (c) denote that their characteistic
values are positive, negative and complex numbers respectively, and
.
• M(+)
M C+)
i
= M(+)
,1
+ ·•• + ;p, ,

( a-,>0

)

i=l, ... , u; a=l, ... , Pt ,

(1,3)
. MC-)
M J(+) = MC+).
JI + ••• +
jqJ,

( T;<O
i=l, ... ,

V ;

)'
p'=l, ... , qj '

(1,4)
.
. M(C)
M kCC) = M'.c)
k1 + ••· +
krk,

Mee)=(
r~. • 1__ •oJ\
1cr
0

·.. 1

Sk '

(1,5)

Then we see that
(1,6)
where
•
•
T -E(+)
l
+•••+

E(+) • EC-)•
• EC-)•
u
+. I +•••+ " +

(0

Cc))

EI

E (C)
1

•

•

(0

cc:\1•

Ew

, 0· ,
0 +•••+ E•,C)
I

W

I

(1,7)
•
•
f or
E,(-) an d E,.,Cc) denote the umt
matrices
respectively 31 • Moreover we have

E 1(+) ,

T2

=

E

M(+)

, ,

MC-)

,

(1,8)

Since M is a real matrix i.e., M=M, by means of (1,1) and (1,6), we
1)

C denotes the complex conjugate matrix of C.

2)

C+D denotes (

3) E/ + l.

ES- l

gg \_

and E~cldo not obey to the above notation.
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have
PM r p- 1=PMP F- 1=PTMP r- 1F- 1=(PT)M P (PT)- 1 ,

if we put p- 1 PT=R, it follows

and by (1,8) we obtain

P

=

PRT.

Now let A be a real matrix belonging to Sll,ai such that exp A=M
for ME imrear, then similarly as in the case for M, the set of cheracteristic values of A consist of real numbers and the pairs of complex
conjugate numbers, accordingly a must be zero.
Furthermore, the
imaginary part I(µ;) of all characteristic values of A must satisfy the
inequality-7l'
(µ1)
7l',
therefore A E ~(O)reai, consequently S[{(O)rea: =

</ <

~(O)reai•

Let M-L(M)=B be the mapping in (1), p. 171, 1 ) then
L(M)

=

(1,10)

PL(Mi,)P- 1

and
L(M p)=L 0 (M/') -f- .•• -f- L 0 (M~+)) -f- L 0 (Mi-)) -t

... -t L 0 (M~-))

-t L0 (Mi")) -t £0(Mi")) -t .. •-t L0 (M~)) -t L°(M~\

(l,11)

where
c+)_Mc+l (Ni=l,
...... ,u;
t

-

t

<Tt

Ee+)
•
t

(+).

1

s;

(+)

1s the order of M 1
(1,12)

·~c-w(-)

L 0 (M~-))=Logrj .E~-) +

s-1

1

(N~-.)y
8TJ

(i=l, ... ,

N (1- )=M 1( - ) - r 1E 1( - )
V;

, s~-J

)'

)

is the order of M~-J
(1,13)

and
'Nc-J_Mc-J r- Ec-i
}
}
-\,k
j
( k=l, ... , w;

s~• 1 is the order of

Mi'')

(l,14)
1) K. Morinaga and T. Nono ibid.
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In (1,12), since

a- 1>0

and

-71;'

l(Log a- 1)<n-,

it follows that Log a-, is

real, accordingly L°(M~+)) is a real matrix; in (1,13), since rJ<O and
-71;''.5:,.[(Logr})<71;', it follows that Logr3=LoglrJl-71;'v-l, accordingly
L 0 (M~-))= K 0 (M~-))--n:v=1E~-i, where K 0 (M~-)) is a real mat:rix ; and

in (1,14), similarly, since
-

t1:=t1c+v=I 'r/k

--- -

it follows that Log t1c=Log
we have

--

tk,

(171:ccr=0)

and

~

--n: [(Log t1:)<-n:,
(C'

accordingly L 0 (M1c )=L0 (M1c ).

L(Mr)=K(Mp) + J(M p)•

Therefore
(1,15)

where
K(M p)=L 0 (Mi + )) -i-

••• -i- L 0 (M: + )) + K° CM:-)) -i- ••• -i- K 0(M~ -))

+(L (MiC)) +L
0

0

(M t))

+... + (L (M~)) +L (M; )),
0

0

(1, 16)

and
. J (Mp )=0 -i-

..• +0 +(- -n:v- lEi- )) +... +(- -n:v - lE~ - )) +0 +... +0.
(1,17)

From (1,16) we get
(1,18)
and, since K(Mp) is a polynomial or Mp, 11 denote PK(Mp)P- 1 by K(M),
then fe have from (1,9) and (1, 18) K(M)=K(M), that is, we know that
K(M) is a real matrix belonging to ~lcoJ, i. e .. K(M) E '2lco)r,ai• Similarly
from (1,17) we get
J(Mr)=-J(Mr)

(1,19)

and, since J(Mp) is a polynomial of Mp 1 l, denote PJ(Mp)P- 1 by J(M),
then we have from (l,9) and (1,19) J(M)= -J(M), that is, we know that
J(M) is a pure imaginary matrix belonging to mcoi•
Therefore L(M)
is uniquely ~ecomposed into K (M) and J (M).
Moreover, since it is
obvious from (1,16) and (1,17) that K(Mp) is commutative with J(Mp),
we know that K(M) is commutative wiith J(M).
Thus we have the following theorem:
THEOREM 1. If B is a matrix belonging to filco) such t}?at exp B=
M for a given matrix M E Wcr,al, then
1) Here the coefficient of a polynomial of M may depend on the characteristic · values of

M. Cf. K. Morinaga and T. Nono, ibid.
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B=L(M)

where K(M) E ~'o)r,ai, J(M)
tative with J(M).

E.~'.Oj

=

K(M) +J(M)

(pure imaginary), and K(M) is commu-

Since J(M) is -expressed by
J (M)=P IO -i- ••• -i- 0 -i- ( - 7TV - lEi- )) -i- ••• -i- ( - 7TV - lE~ - )) -i- 0 -i- .•. -i- 0 !P- 1 ,

B in theorem 1 is real, if and only if all characteristic values of M

are not negative.
to (1) and (2) :

Thus we have the following theorem corresp0nding

THEOREM 2.

from

~CO)r,al

onto

A mapping A~exp A=M is the topological mapping

9Rr,al•

§ 2.

And

~(O)r-a,

coincides with

filco)r•al•

Some properties of local Lie groups.

Let G be an n dimensional local Lie groups, 1 J and let g be a Lie
ring on a real field R, whose basic elements are n linearly independent
infinitesimal transformations X 1 , ...... , X,. in G, in which the multiplication is defined by

(2,1)
where c;·1 is called the- structure tensor of G.
We shall introduce a
canonical coordinates x' in G. Let G* be the domain where the cononical coordinates are defined, then any element of G* can be uniquely
expressed as exp x' Xu and so a mapping (x 1 ) - exp x' X, is a topological
from a neighbourhood U of (0, 0, ... , 0) in n dimensional space R" onto
G*. Let exp x 1 Xi, exp y 1 X, and exp z' X, be the elements of G such that
exp z'X,=(exp x'X,)(exp y 1X 1)(exp x'X,)-1,

then 2 )
z'=(exp C(x))~y 1 ,

(2,2)

where C(x) is a matrix II x'c:1 II •
It is well known that the structures of G are completely expressed
by the relations between the basic elements is g ; i.e., the relations
between the linearly independent infinitesimal transformations in G.
1) As for the definition of the local Lie groups, see L. F'ontrjagin: Topological groups
(1939), p. 181.
2) Cf. C. Chevalley : Theory of Lie groups I. 1946, p. 65.
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In that case, the relations between the m basic elements mean essentially the relations between the oo"' elements of G. . Contrary to this. we
shall show that by applying our results in § 1 on the matrix C(x), some
properties of G can be represented by the rela;tions bet'!een a finite number
of elements of G, (i.e., without the conceptions of the infinitesimal transformations.)
REMARKS. (1). Our results hold always for the domain of x such
that C(x) E ~* and XE G*.
(2). We can easily see from (2,2) that for n independent l) elements
expX1 (i=l, 2, ... , n) of G there exists the-relation
(exp X 1)(exp X;)(exp X 1)~ 1=exp (•l;Xt)

w)?.ere •l;=(exp C;)~ (C1 is a matrix II c:; II ). And we may assume'-) that
C, belong to filco)reai, then from the results (1) and (2) in § 1 such structure constants of G are uniquely determined by
.

that the structure of G is represented by
We shall first prove the theorem:
THEOREM 3.

Denote by

~

•l;,

therefore we may say

k

'Yt;•

an m dimensional linear subspace of Lie

ring g, by H the subset of G corresponding to ~. and by expx!X,Ca=l, ... ,
m) any m definite independent elements of H. If (expx'X 1)(expx!X1).(expx'X,)- 1
belongs to H for a definite element exp x' X, of G such that C(x) E ~*, then
H is invariant by the one parametric local Lie Group: exp tx'X, where t is
a real variable such that It I < a and exp ax' X, E G. s)

PROOF. We take x!X, as the parts of a new base. of g by a linear
transformation of basic elements, that is, we may assu~e x!X, to be Xa.
Then by the assumption in this theorem (exp x'X,) (exp Xa) (exp x'X,)- 1
belongs to H, so it follows that (exp C(x))~o! E ~- Hence we have
exp

C(x)=(t

where L 1 is a matrix order m.

1

t)

and C(x) E ~* ·

(2,3)

By making use of the result (4) in § 1,

1) The independency Of elements in G is defined by the linearly independence of elements

in g.

c:J =ecr;

2) If we take
(e is a sufficiently small real number) for the structure constants
er;, then the matrix II c;j II belongs to ~lco)real•
3) This condition for the parameter of one parameteric local Lie group is not repeated in .
the following.
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we know th~t
C(x)

=(~

(2,4)

1 ~:)

where D is a matrix of order m. Therefore we get
.

k

k

(x'X;, Xa)=x 1 C,aX~=(C(x))aXk

(a=l, ... , m)

and by (2,4) the above equation is reduced to
(x 1 X;, Xa)=(C(x)):xb

(a, b=l, ... , m),

that is, (x 1X 1 , Xa) E g. Thus it is proved that H is invariant by a one
parametric local Lie group exp tx 1X 1•
Moreover by the above result we can easily obtain the following theorem :
THEOREM 4, Let g and f be the linear subspaces of dimension l and
m in the Lie ring g respectively, and let H and K be the subsets of G
corresponding to g and f respectively.

If any l definite independent elements

exp x!Xt (a=l, ... , l) of H are transformed into H by any m definite independent elements exp y!Xt (b=l, ... , m) of K such that C(yb) Em*, then H
is invariant by K; and conversely.
Furthermore by putting as H=K in the above we have
THEOREM 5. Let G be a local Lie group, let g be the Lie ring corresponding to G, and let H be a subset of G corresponding to an m dimensional linear subspace g of g. In order for H to be a local Lie subgroup of
G, it is necessary and sufficient that the following condition ,is satisfied :
(exp x!X,) (exp x~X,) (exp x!X 1t

1

EH fo.r any m definite independent elements

exp x!X,(a=l, ... , m) of H.

Next we shall prove the following theorem :
THEOREM 6. Let G be a local Lie g1·oup, and let g be the Lie ring
corresponding to G. If any definite two elements exp x 1 X 1 and exp y'X, of
G such that C(x) or C(y) Em* a're commutative, then the corresponding
elements x 1X 1 and y 1X 1 of g are commutative; consequently, any elements
of the one parametric local Lie subgroup exp tx 1X 1 of G. are commutative
with any elements of the one parametric local Lie subgroup exp sy 1 X 1 of G.
FROOF; Let us assume, first, C(x) Em*. Then
ea:p y 1 X;=(exp xtX1) (ea;p ytX1) (ezp x 1 X 1) - 1

(2,5)

y 1=(exp C(x))~yJ

(2,6)

so, we have
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~

exp C(x)=(io·=·)'

g
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such as y•=o~. In this base we have

,i

~-f

, where C(x) E ~*

(2,7)

So, by making use of the results (4) in § 1 we get
(2,8)

Therefore it follows that
(x 1Xi, y 1XJ)=x'C:1Y 1X1:=(C(x));X=O.

And for the case C(y) E ~*. similarly we have (x'X,, ylXJ=O.
have proved this theorem.
Finally we shall prove the following theorem :

Thus we

THORFM 7. Let G be a local Lie group, and let exp y 1X 1 be a element
of G such that the matrix C(y) is not nilpotent. If the element expytX1 is
transformed into expry'X1 by a definite element expx'X, of G, C(x)E~*, then
the one paramet1·ic local Lie subgroup exp tx'X1 is commutative with the one
parametric local Lie subgroup exp sy' X 1.

PROOF.

By the assumption we have
(exp x'X1) (exp y'X1) (exp x 1X 1)- 1=exp ry'Xi

(2,9)

Making use of an adioint representation: x 1X 1-C(x), (2,9) becomes
exp C(x). exp C(y). (exp C(x))- 1=exp rC(y)

(2,10)

accordingly we have
exp C(x). C(y). exp C(x)- 1=rC(y)

(2,11)

Let ip(u)=u"+a1u"- 1 +•·•+ap_ 1u+a" be the minimal polynomial of C(y),
then we have
C(y)" +a1 C(y)"- 1 + ... +av_ 1C(y)+ a"E=O

(2,12)

and from (2, 11) and (2,12) we get
(rC(y))1' +a1(rC(y))"- 1 + ··· +a"_ 1rC(11) +a,,E=O

(r>0) 1 )

or
l)

r>O; from theorem 3 and (2,9) we have (exptx 1X 1 )(exp y'Xtl(exptxlXl)-l=exyr(t)y'X;,
where r(t) is a continuous function oft such that r(OJ=l, r(l)=r and r(t)=j=O.
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(2,13)
Since rp(u) is the minimal polynomial of C(y), from (2,12) and (2,13) we
obtain
(2,14)
By the assumption C(y) is not nilp0tent, so ai, ... , ap are not all zero,
therefore r, being positive, must be equal to one. Thus from (2,9) we see that
exp x'X1 and exp ytX1 are commutative. Consequently, by theorem 6, we can
conclude that .the one parametric local Lie subgroup exp tx 1X 1 is commutative with the one parametric local Lie subgroup exp sy 1X,.
Moreover, we shall add the following remark :
Let r be a set of the element exp x' X; in G such that x' satisfies
either
(2,15)1

or
(2,15)2

then l' is determined independently for the choice of base XtCi=l, ... , n)
of g, since (2,15) 1 and (2,15) 2 are tensor equations in the Lie ring g. Furthermore r is invariant by any element exp y of G. In fact, let exp x be
any element of r, and let us put exp z=exp y • exp x. (exp y)- 1, then, by
making use of the adjoint representation it becomes
exp ~z)=exp C(y). exp C(x). (exp C(y))- 1 '

accordingly we have
C(z)=eXP. C(y). C(x). (exp C(y)J- 1

therefore we obtain trace (C(z) 2 )=trace (C(x) 2), i. e., exp z belongs to l'.
Specially, in the case where G is a semi-simple and compact Lie
group, that is, of which trace (C(x)2) is a negative definite quadratic
form 1 l, r represents a non-degenerate quadrics and intersects a straight
line through the origin representing a one parametric local Lie subgroup
in two points which are symmetric with respect to the origin each other.
The refore the structure of .a semi-simple Lie group are represented by the
relations between a finite number of points on r. 2 J

.,
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1) E. Cartan ; Selecta, p. 240.
2) We can take a sufficient smal number

Yu

such that I' is contained in ~l*·
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